SINGLE VEHICLE APPROVAL - AMATEUR BUILT DECLARATION
This declaration must accompany an application for a Minister’s Approval Certificate (a Single
Vehicle Approval) for an Amateur Built vehicle. The application must also be accompanied by
photocopies of detailed receipts for the major parts you purchased to build the vehicle.
Note: Photocopies must be endorsed “certified copies” and signed by the applicant.
The original receipts may be requested at a later date.
Where evidence to the satisfaction of the Secretary of State cannot be provided, photographs
depicting the various stages of build will be required in addition to the receipts provided. You may
chose to submit photographs with this declaration. VOSA are unable to process your application
until satisfactory evidence of Amateur Build status (as defined in the Motor Vehicles (Approval)
Regulations 2001), has been confirmed.
Please complete this declaration and return it by post to our Swansea office.
Make:

Chassis Number:

Section 1 Please indicate by ticking the appropriate box which of the following describes your vehicle
build.

1. The vehicle was built by a company or person in the business of building vehicles,
*for themselves, *on behalf of another person, *on my behalf (delete as appropriate), or
2. The vehicle was built by myself for my own personal use and to be registered in my
name; or
3. The vehicle was built by myself and individuals acting on my behalf none of whom are in the
business of building vehicles and is to be registered in my name; or
4. The vehicle was partially built by an individual for his/her own personal use and I purchased
the vehicle and completed the assembly of the vehicle and it is to be registered in my name.
Section 2
Please indicate which of the major components below have been fitted to the chassis/body
by you or individuals acting on your behalf who are not in the business of building vehicles: 1. Engine
2. Body
3. Suspension
4. Axles
5. Transmission
6.

Steering assembly

I declare to the best of my knowledge the above to be a true statement.
Signature of Applicant…………………………………….Date…………………………
Name of Applicant …………………………………………

